
Celebrity Role Models
 

Tell your partner about 2 or 3 celebrities who 
you respect - not just because of their talents, 

but because or who they are as a person.
What are some of their characteristics?



The Slap Heard
Around the World

 



Do you recognize these two celebrities? 
How do you view these individuals?

Do you respect them? 
Do you consider them role models?



What about these two people?



Why was the joke considered to be 
“In bad taste”? 

Jada Pinkett-Smith (Will Smith’s wife) suffers from a disease 
called Alopecia.

Alopecia is hair loss that can occur on the scalp (head) or the whole body.
It might be hereditary (from your family) or it might be related to other 

diseases, such as lupus, thyroid problems, depression, etc.

Does that change your position or opinion on the incident? 
Why or why not?



Video Link

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myjEoDypUD8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myjEoDypUD8


First Things First
 

Was it staged? 

Staged = fake, done for the 
camera



How do you feel about the Reaction?
 

Was Will Smith’s reaction justified?

What/ he / do
What / Chris Rock / do

What / the academy / do

 

Third

Conditional



How do you feel about the Reaction?
 

Was Will Smith’s reaction justified?

What should he have done?
What should Chris Rock have done?

What should the academy have done?

 

Third

Conditional



How far is too far? 

Should comedians be able to joke about anything? 

Should some topics be “off-limits”? (Which ones?) 

Are celebrities “fair game” for comedians to joke about?

Fair Game = Todo vale
Off limits = prohibido



Put yourself in their shoes…

Do you think Smith regrets his decision?

If you were Jada, how would your feel? 

If you were  the Smith’s children, would you feel 
proud or embarrassed? Fair Game = Todo vale

Off limits = prohibido



Is violence ever acceptable?

Are there any situations in which you feel violence is an 
acceptable response? 



Chris Rock decided not to press charges.

Why do you think he made that decision? 
Do you think it’s the right decision?

If you were him, would you have pressed chares? 

Press charges=demandar



Do you think Will Smith’s career will recover
Or will he be CANCELLED?

 
Do you think he will be 

respected as a role model as he once was?



The Academy Awards are filmed live, but the 
incident between Smith and Rock was censored 

on American television.

What are you thoughts on censorship?

Censorship vs. Freedom of SPeech is a big issue in the USA. Is it 
also an issue in Spain? 



What responsibilities do 
celebrities have to the public?

Public Life

Being a Role Model

Private Life

Setting an example



Stars that have lost their sparkle.
What celebs (sportsmen, actors, singers, etc.) do you 

know who have lost respect from the public? 




